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Abstract - In the article, results of researches on mathematical process modeling of heating and
flow of a blend are given in the gas mine furnace for the melting of aluminum alloys. By the results
of the calculation of mathematical modeling, geometrical parameters of the gas-melting furnace for
experimental studies were changed and samples of melting trunks are received. Contrastive
analysis of results of melting in the existing furnace and the furnace with optimization of
geometrical parameters showed advantages of mathematical modeling of technology of melting and
selection of the heating mode of a blend before loading in the furnace.
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1. Introduction
Effective calculation of all production cycle is
reached application of a mathematical model. In
foundry production, the mathematical model is
applied to the calculation of the heat-exchanging
process, to the optimization of the melting modes
and filling, the fusion processing modes, etc. One of
the main objectives for receiving quality fusion is the
preparation of a blend for loading in the melting
furnace. The mathematical model which allows to
optimize in a compressed interval of time a standby
mode [1-3] is also applied to the calculation of a
blend. In new software developments of
optimization of design data of melting units,
mathematical modeling of the heat-exchanging
process allows the reduction of the time for
optimization of parameters due to the reduction of
the number of experimental studies. Besides process
modeling allows to lower capital expenditure for
carrying out experiments, provides resource-saving
and energy-saving, and also provides a decrease in
harmful effects on the environment [4]

2. Related Work
Research and development work was carried out
in gas furnaces for melting shaft-type aluminum
alloys. The furnace was charged with a charge of
various chemical compositions at various
temperature conditions. Sampling was carried out in
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a copper chill mold [5]. The temperature
characteristics were determined with an optical
pyrometer. Phase identification was carried out
using a scanning electron microscope SEM-Zeiss EVO
MA 10 (Carl Zeiss) (fig 1.) and an intelligent
diffractometer (Empyrean Malvern Panalytical). The
analysis of alloys was carried out using an optical
spectroscopy UV-VIS-NIR [6-9].

Fig. 1. Electron microscope
The mathematical model of calculation of a blend
for receiving cast metal composites is described by a
condition of their full melting [10]:

x( 2 ) = l
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In the system of flow of a blend in a liquid
bathtub process two-phase: a firm blend - liquid
fusion. Fourier's equation, initial and boundary
conditions register in a look
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x( 3 ) = 0
These systems of equations describing the
process of melting the charge at different stages have
no analytical solution and are solved by numerical
methods. In this case, the main is the integral
characteristic of the process, that is, the time of
melting of the charge. Therefore, for the solution, we
apply an integral method based on the choice for the
temperature distribution in a piece of charge, a metal
crust, and a liquid metal in a spherical shape. We find
the values of the constants from the conditions that
satisfy the boundary and balance conditions. In our
case, that is, with a quasi-stationary approximation
for a conventionally accepted spherical piece of
charge according to the data of [11], the temperature
distribution has the following form:

Tп − Тц
R
(1 − ) R,
R
x

(5)

where Тц - temperature of a middle part of a blend,
0С;
Тn - blend surface temperature, 0С;
R - the accepted estimated radius of a blend, m.
Taking into account boundary conditions when
the piece of a blend in the melting camera is not
mobile, and the blend represents a thermally thin
body, the value of the coefficient of a convective heat
transfer is determined by criteria formulas [12]
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The heat exchange process is described by the
heat balance equation for heating the charge [13]

Q' прих = Q ' расх

The end of a stage of blend melting comes when
the blend completely melts at

T ( x, ) = Tц +

According to the studies carried out, the value of
the coefficient A was taken, which is 0.6, with m =
0.25. Taking into account the accepted values, we
obtain a system of linear differential equations
calculated with respect to the time of melting of the
charge.

(6)

,

(7)

where A and m - the constants determined by the
nature of a blend;

(9)

The total amount of heat input into the
overheating chamber will be as following
Q'прих= Qх+ Qв + Qг + Qф +Ỡ

(10)

where Qх – the chemical warmth of gas burning;
Qв - the physical warmth entered by air;
Qг - the physical warmth entered by gas;
Qф - the physical warmth entered by metal
from the melting camera;
Ỡ – physical warmly entered by an electric
arc.
The chemical warmth of gas burning is equal

Q x = QHP   0,

(11)

where
QPH- a net calorific value of gas, J/m3;
𝞫0- gas consumption, m3/s;
The physical heat introduced by air is equal to

Qв =  0 l i

(12)

Thus, the formula will take the following for

Qв =  0   l  Tв  1,3

(13)

So, the physical heat introduced by the gas is
determined by the formula

Qr =  0  C 0t  TT ,

(14)

where
Ct0 - average heat capacity of gas, J/m3 • К;
TT- gas temperature, К.
According to the data, we derive the average heat
capacity of the gas depending on the temperature

Cot = 1,540 + 1,1TT

(15)

The physical heat introduced by the metal from
the melting chamber is determined by the formula
[14]
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Qф = G  i M''

(16)

where
G - furnace performance, kg/s;
iM - enthalpy of liquid aluminum, J/kg, which
is determined by the formula

i M'' = 280,700 + 1,028TM''

(17)

Thus, the arrival of heat into the overheating
chamber is
''
Qприх
= QHP  0 +  0 lTв  1,3 +  0TT (1,540 + 1,1TT )

(18)

+ G (280,700 + 1,028  T )
''
M

The heat consumption entering the overheating
chamber has the following 6 components:
The loss of heat with leaving combustion
products, which is determined by the formula

Q1 =  0V у' C ' T у' ,

(19)

where - a volume of exhaust combustion
products per unit of gas, m 3/m3, which, taking into
account the coefficient of thermal expansion, is
determined by the formula

V у' = 10,5 + 0,0038T у'

(20)

Vy - heat capacity of combustion products,
J/(m3•K).
From sources [15], the heat capacity of
combustion products has the following dependence
on temperature:

C у' = 1,369 + 0,24T '

(21)

where T - flue gas temperature, K.
We accept the temperature distribution of
combustion projects along the length of the furnace
as linear:

Т у = Т r − 1445  , (22)
where Тr - gas combustion temperature, K;
Heat loss due to the thermal conductivity of the
walls of the overheating chamber, free of liquid melt

Q2 =

'
TCP
− T0
, (23)
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where - average temperature of combustion
products in the overheating chamber, K, equal
'
Т СР
=

Tr − T y'
2

;

ТCP - ambient temperature, K;
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(24)

Heat transfer coefficient from combustion
products to masonry and from metal to masonry,
Vt/m2•K), which is defined by the following formula
 T '  4  T  4 
4,96Eм  M  −  k  
 100   100  
1 =
+
TM' − Tk
(25)
+

 T '  4  T  4 
4,96Er  CP  −  k  
 100   100  

,

where in Ем - blackness of liquid material;
Еr - flue gas blackness;
Тк - flue gas blackness, K;
F - area of the surface of the masonry free from
the liquid melt, м2, is defined by the formula

F1 = ( A + 2  1 )(H 0 − H ) + A   1

(26)

where in H0 - the height of the reflective part of the
oven, m; H - melt level, m.
Height of a reflective part of the furnace is equal
to the sum of height level of fusion H and height of a
free space over fusion Нc:

H0 = H + HC

(27)

The height of a free space of H is defined
proceeding from the value of the slopes influencing
heat exchange by radiation

3. Method
As shown in researches in the field of heatexchanging processes, when calculating heat
exchange by radiation between two surfaces, each of
which has certain final sizes, determination of the
numerical value of slopes in many cases represents a
very difficult task. For the melting furnace with
heating slope of radiation from F1 laying surface to a
metal mirror surface in cameras of melting and
overheating of F2 = Fкпр + Fкпл can be found in a
general view by double integration [16]

1, 2 =

1
F2

cos 1  cos 2
dF1 dF2
z 2
F1 F2



(28)

However, calculating the numerical value of the
double integral using this formula is difficult even
with simple geometric shapes of both surfaces.
The calculation formulas for the slopes obtained
by double integration according to this formula are
not suitable for use in practice. The slope value is
determined by the angles of the location of both
surfaces in space [17].
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In a smelting furnace with a rectangular bath, the
heat-absorbing surface is a metal mirror in the
overheating and melting chambers:

FM = Fкпр + Fкпл = А( 1 +  2 )

(29)

Radiation area is the general laying of Fob of the
arch of the furnace and the side walls having a height
of a free space over Нс:

Fоб = А   1 + 2 Н С   1 + Н С  А

(30)

For determination of calculation efficiency of
geometrical parameters of the melting gas furnace
carried out the comparative analysis of models of the
received castings.
In figure 2 and 4 results of swimming trunks are
given in gas mine furnaces with optimization of
overall dimensions of a bathtub and the mine of the
furnace. In the drawing 1 structure of the aluminum
alloy received from the mine gas furnace before
optimization of overall dimensions.

Hence, the slope for the parallelepiped will be

=

FM
А  1
=
Fоб А 1 + 2 Н С  1 + Н С А

(31)

Therefore, the height of the free space

НС =

А 1 (1 −  )
 (2  1 + А)

(32)

To determine the optimal value, we set it in the
range from 0 to 10 with a step of 0.1 and calculate
for each value the total free space area of the
reflective part of the melting furnace,

Fоб =

FM



(34)

The thermal conductivity of the lining, W/ (m•K)
for the refractory is determined by the following
formula
1 = 0,84 + 0,00058TK ;
(35)
The thermal conductivity coefficient of the
insulating layer, W / (m • K), for asbestos cardboard,
is determined by the following formula

1 = 0,157 + 0,000014TH ;

(36)

where:
Тн- temperature of an insulating layer, K.
Surface area of an insulating layer, m2,

F2 = ( H 0 − H + S1 )( A + 4 S1 + 2  1 )

Figure 2. Structure of aluminum alloy from the
furnace before optimization of overall dimensions
Table 1
Sigma Weight .%

Element

Weight.%

C

16.73

0.54

O

8.51

0.21

Al

64.29

0.46

Si

9.25

0.14

Cu

1.22

0.14

Sum:

100.00

(37)

Coefficient of heat emission of a casing, W / (m2 •
J) is defined by a formula

 Tc  4  T0  4 
4,96Ec 
 
 −
 100   100  
2 =
,
Tc − T0

(38)

4. Result
In a mathematical model, both the filling ability of
a bathtub and all heat physical coefficients of the
melting of aluminum alloys in gas furnaces allowed
to consider the application of the above-stated data.

Fig. 3. Indicators of chemical composition of
aluminum alloy
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Figure 4. Structure of aluminum alloy from the
furnace before optimization of dimensional sizes.
Element
O
Na
Al
Si
Cl
K
Cr
Fe
Cu
Sum:

Weight. %
7.31
0.49
81.35
2.78
0.56
0.39
2.51
3.10
1.51
100.00

Table 2.
Sigma Weight .%
0.41
0.13
0.64
0.20
0.12
0.12
0.27
0.34
0.35

Fig. 5. Indicators of chemical composition of
aluminum alloy

5. Conclusions
Thus, according to the results of calculating the
geometric parameters of the furnace, the
preparation mode of the charge and the technology
for melting aluminum alloys, it is possible to achieve
good results not only in terms of economic indicators
but also in terms of the quality of the resulting alloy.
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